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Chapter	1 Introduction		

Huron County is the most agriculturally productive county in all of Ontario and 

Huron has been a leader in land use planning policy to protect agricultural land (Huron 

County Economic Development, 2015; Caldwell, 1995).  Some of the threats to 

agricultural land include fragmentation, incompatible land uses and loss of farmland due 

to the conversion of farmland to non-farm uses (Caldwell and Dodds-Weir, 2003). Non-

farm uses include (but are not limited to) parcels purchased by non-farmers for 

residential purposes, commercial uses and industrial uses not related to agriculture. 

Another threat that is often discussed relates to the creation of smaller farm parcels. 

One of the major trends in agriculture over the past several decades has been 

farm enterprise consolidation. To make a living many farmers are farming multiple farm 

parcels or buying neighbouring farms to enlarge their farm parcels (Caldwell and 

Dodds-Weir, 2003, pp. 4-7). Alongside the trend of farmland consolidation there has 

been increased demand from consumers in Huron County, and beyond, for locally 

produced food. A small number of small-scale farmers have emerged to meet the needs 

of the local food market. There may be the opportunity for more small-scale farmers to 

enter the market if the demand for local food continues to increase (Ostner, 2014). 

Another trend has been an increase in the price of farmland.  Many farmers, 

especially young farmers, are finding it difficult to purchase land due to these high 

prices (CTV London, 2014).  Within the past several years, questions have emerged 

from diverse sources within Huron County and beyond, regarding possible changes in 

planning policies related to agriculture.  
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Some of these questions have come from Amish and Old Order Mennonite 

communities within the County, which have unique needs due to their religious beliefs 

and cultural practices. A research project conducted in 2014 by students from the 

University of Guelph has offered insight into the needs of these unique populations 

(Zhou et al, 2014).  Amish and Old Order Mennonite families tend to live on farms, 

prefer not to live in towns or villages, and tend to farm smaller acreages than their 

conventional agriculture counterparts. Amish and Old Order Mennonite populations are 

growing in Huron and there is a concern that the next generation of farmers will find it 

difficult to find a place to live and farm. These groups have asked for the minimum lot 

sizes to be reduced in order that 20 to 50 acre farms could be created to accommodate 

the needs of the next generation (Huron County Planning and Development 

Department, Personal Communication, October 2016). 

Additional questions have been raised by citizens and brought to the attention of 

Huron County Planning & Development by members of County Council. Council has 

expressed concerns regarding the difficulty for young farmers to get started in 

agriculture and the loss of population in the countryside due to farm consolidation. 

Some have suggested that the minimum agricultural lot size requirements in local 

Official Plans, (which require lots to be 30 to 38 hectares in size, depending on the 

municipality), are currently too restrictive.  

Goal	of	the	Research	

This research has been conducted in response to the growing demand from politicians 

and the old-order Anabaptist Community for smaller farm parcel sizes in Huron County. 

The research will explore the current parcel sizes that exist within the County and 
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examine the type of agriculture common in each of the nine lower-tier Municipalities. In 

attempts to gain a better understanding of the long-term impacts of small lot creation 

within the County, several small parcels (under 20 acres) that were created for 

agriculture between 1971-1988 will be investigated. It is the goal of this research to 

provide insight to the small lots that currently exist within the County and to provide 

policy options to plan for the future of agriculture in Huron County.  

Research	Objectives	

The objectives of this research are to:  

1. Explore the Provincial Policy Statement (PPS), The Planning Act and Huron 

County Official Plans and Zoning By-laws as they relate to land division in prime 

agricultural areas; 

2. Identify existing agricultural parcels, including small parcels, and their current use 

within the County of Huron; 

3. Identify small farm parcels created between 1971-1988 and determine whether 

they are currently being utilized for agriculture; 

4. Provide policy development recommendations to the County of Huron and other 

local governments facing similar pressures to decrease the minimum agricultural 

lot size. 
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Chapter	2 	Literature	Review	

About	Huron	County	

Huron County is an agricultural hub located on the shores of Lake Huron. Huron 

County is composed of nine lower-tier Municipalities, many with urban settlement areas 

and vast agricultural landscapes. Huron County provides numerous recreational 

opportunities including a vast network of hiking trails, Lake Huron and all the 

opportunities it brings as well as a large ATV/snowmobile community, to name a few. 

The County neighbours Bruce County to the north; Perth County to the east; Middlesex 

and Lambton County to the south. The 2011 Census reported that Huron County had a 

population of 59,100, a drop of 4% since the 2006 Census (Statistics Canada, 2012). 

Per the Stats Canada (2007) Huron County Community Profile, the greatest number of 

people who call Huron County home work in the Agricultural Industry compared to any 

other industry. Hensall District Co-operative is a large, diverse agri-business with a 

footprint that stretches across southwestern Ontario is based out of Huron County and 

is one of the County’s largest employers. Manufacturing is the second largest sector for 

employment within the County. In the Town of Goderich, the Siftco Salt Mine is the 

largest salt mine in the world and one of the County’s biggest employers. 
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Figure 1: Map of Southwestern Ontario Counties. Retrieved from: 

http://regimentalrogue.com/researching_the_rcr/counties_all_four.jpg  

Small	Agricultural	Lot	Policies	in	Huron	County	

While small agricultural parcels (ranging from 2 acres to 70 acres depending on 

the municipality’s agricultural lot size policies) are not currently permitted in the Huron 

County Official Plan or any municipal zoning by-law, small farm lots do exist within the 

County. The first County Official Plan, implemented in 1973, contained policies to allow 

for smaller agricultural parcels. “Rural Development will occur in such a way as to 

maintain the Rural nature and characteristics of the agricultural area.” (Huron County 

OP, 1973, p.45). The Huron County Official Plan (1973) goes on to provide the following 

policy: “The size of any parcel of land created by consent will be appropriate for the 

proposed use and in no case, should any parcel be created which does not conform to 
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the provisions of the restricted area (zoning) by-law.” This policy is very similar to what 

is supported currently. However, the original County Official Plan allowed for smaller 

parcels than what is supported today, if the parcels supported viable agricultural 

operations. In looking at the 1971-1988 Huron County Consent Database, it was 

determined that most small agricultural parcels that were created had to prove that they 

had manure and quota agreements. Today, for a building permit to be issued, a Nutrient 

Management Plan is often required. However, a lot may be severed before the building 

permit process and it can be challenging to encourage/require farmers to have their 

Nutrient Management Plan in place prior to severance approvals. 

Under the current 2014 Provincial Policy Statement (PPS), Official Plans and 

Zoning By-laws must protect prime agricultural land. Today’s policies favour minimum 

agricultural lot sizes of 100 acres. Within the context of Ontario, the PPS and many 

Official Plans outline that lot creation in prime agricultural areas is discouraged. 

However, as population declines in many rural areas, there is political pressure to allow 

for smaller parcels to be created. It is the perception of politicians that these small farm 

parcels will allow for a diversity of farming types, which in turn will promote population 

retention and growth. Furthermore, communities that rely on horse drawn carriage as 

their primary method of transportation require smaller farm parcels to be in close 

geographic proximity to one another (Zhou et al, 2014).  

Changing	Face	of	Agriculture	

For many generations, rural areas have provided the social and economic 

infrastructure to support farm business and farm households within Ontario (Smithers & 

Johnson, 2004). In many regions, “traditional systems of farming have been replaced by 
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systems of production characterised by a high degree of mechanisation and 

intensification where capital and technology and other purchased inputs have 

substituted for labour” (Smithers & Johnson, 2004, p.191). Structural shifts towards 

larger and more intensive farm operations are creating conversation within rural 

communities. Smithers & Johnson discuss this shift that is occurring in the rural 

countryside. As farms continue to get larger, rural communities have begun to try and 

diversify their economy; the ‘new’ rural economy is characterized by a myriad of 

economic activities, rather than being based on a foundation of farming. Rural areas are 

beginning to experience increased non-farm residential development, new economic 

activities such as industrial agricultural operations and changing community connections 

(Smithers & Johnson, 2004).  

Intensification in farming and food production has been achieved through 

purchased inputs such as fertilizers, pesticides and antibiotics, the adoption of new 

technology and enlargement of the enterprise to achieve economies of scale (Smithers 

& Johnson, 2004). Combined with “new technology, government agricultural policies 

and financial incentives ranging from production subsidies, favourable loans and tax 

relief to protective tariffs designed to reduce economic risk” (Smithers & Johnson, 2004, 

p. 194) this smaller group of farms are running more intensive forms of farming and food 

production (Bradshaw and Smit, 1997). However, low commodity prices and necessary 

investments in environmentally sustainable enhancements and new technology have 

created significant debt and financial hardship for many farm operators (Smithers & 

Johnson, 2004). These changes have occurred within the last dozen years and continue 

to present challenges for farmers today. 
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As more and more non-farm residents make their way to settle in rural areas, 

new forms of legislation have emerged to protect their interests as well as the farmers 

interest, including the “Right to Farm legislation” and new forms of regulation pertaining 

to environmental sustainability and food quality (Smithers & Johnson, 2004). “Right to 

Farm” legislation was created to protect farmers from nuisance complaints from 

neighbours that may feel adversely affected by agricultural operations. Non-farm 

residents are increasingly making their way from their urban roots to rural farming 

communities. These folks may not be accustomed to the odours, noises, flies or dust 

that are often associated with normal farm practices. Therefore, it is arguably important 

to have protection for farm practices within rural areas, particularly those areas with an 

increased influx of ex-urbanites.  

Environmental and social policies are protectionist measures that have reduced 

state support for agriculture, making farmers more susceptible to the global market 

(Smithers & Johnson, 2004). There is increasing public awareness of the potential 

impacts farming may have on the environment and for animal welfare. Thus, there is 

greater political will to attempt to protect the environment and animals through policies 

and procedures without farming community consultation, prior to the passing of the 

legislation. Therefore, the implementation of legislation requiring new and expensive 

inputs or farming practices has made it increasingly costly to farm and agricultural 

markets are more volatile, putting the farmers at increased risk. Thus, it has become 

more and more challenging for farmers to make a living, especially off small acreages.  

 Farms are trending towards increased specialization and concentration. Farmers 

are committing to a smaller range of products and the number of farms and farmers in 
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most regions has declined, while there has been an average enlargement of those 

farms who do survive. It is critical to recognize and accept the changing face of 

agriculture when making planning decisions. The PPS states that agricultural lot sizes 

allow for flexibility in future changes in type or size of agricultural operation. 

Interestingly, the research and on-the-ground trend of farm operations support the fact 

that farms are getting larger in size, and the middle-sized farmer is disappearing. Thus, 

it is arguably important to support agricultural lot size policies that promote successful 

farm operations. However, this is not the political will of rural councilors who are looking 

to “help young farmers” and allow for a variety of smaller farming operations. This 

political will of councilors has been a personal observation from engaging in casual 

dialogue with many regarding small farm lots.  

Family	Farm	

Per industry provided literature, there is little agreement on a definition of a family 

farm (Caron, 2015). Smithers & Johnson (2004) suggest that the notion of the family 

farm implies a duality between farm business and farm household; hence they are both 

economic and social units (p.194). Industry would tell us that agricultural models come 

in all shapes and sizes and family farming makes up 98% of Canadian farms (Caron, 

2015). Garner (2014) argues that the role of family labour and the role of the family in 

managing the farm operation are critical components to defining a farm as a ‘family 

farm’. “Family Farming is a means of organizing agricultural, forestry, fisheries, pastoral 

and aquaculture production which is managed and operated by a family and 

predominantly reliant on family labour, both women’s and men’s. The family and the 
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farm are linked, coevolve and combine economic, environmental, reproductive, social 

and cultural functions” (Garner, 2014, p.iii).  

The discussion of the family farm is relevant when discussing agricultural lot size 

policies because often the family farm is thought to be a more modest operation and 

smaller in scale than the notion of ‘commercial’ or ‘industrial’ farming. Municipal 

councilors in rural areas are often eager to help the ‘family farms’ continue and want to 

encourage investors and entrepreneurs to start new businesses by allowing for smaller 

minimum parcel sizes. However, Garner discusses that “no size of farm is large enough 

to ensure profit and that a farm must result in an adequate income, or adequate return 

to maintain a socially acceptable level of living” (Garner, 2014, p.7). As cited by Garner, 

2014, Breinmyer and Frederick (1993) discuss, in relation to farm size, the importance 

of what family labour can care for, versus the amount of acreage, investment or volume 

of sales the farm generates. Farm families are an important voice when considering 

policies that may affect agricultural practices in southwestern Ontario. Currently, in 

Ontario, lot size policies are dictated by the Province and implemented by upper and 

lower-tier municipalities. There is a common thought that policies are made in urban 

Ontario without consulting those impacted in rural Ontario. Thus, it is important to 

engage with numerous agricultural stakeholders when updating lot size policies. In the 

example of the Essex County Lot Size Study, greenhouse growers, who make up a 

large percentage of farm receipts, did not feel their voice was heard to have smaller lot 

sizes (Kotsis, 2017). Koontz (2005) points out a relevant issue regarding community 

consultation relating to agricultural policies, “tension exists between creating interest 

and awareness, on the one hand, and setting unrealistic expectations among 
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participants (farmers) about the enactment of their plan, on the other” (p. 476). Thus, 

there is a fine line between consulting with on the ground community members involved 

in agriculture and creating robust policies that serve the greater public good. Perhaps 

more involvement from all players in the agriculture industry relating to smaller farm lots 

would be beneficial, if expectations of results were managed and everyone could have 

their say. 

Planning for the future of farming is more and more challenging as research 

shows farms are growing and are becoming more industrialized. However, an example 

of where minimum 100-acre lot sizes may not be appropriate is within the County of 

Essex. In Essex County, a study was released recommending the County change the 

minimum lot size to 100 acres County wide (Jones Consulting Group & AgPlan Limited, 

2017). Many greenhouse farmers in the County are up in arms about the 

recommendation. Currently farmland in Essex County trades for upwards of $30,000 

per acre meaning that to meet the minimum lot size policy, a farmer would need to 

spend $3 million dollars on the farm property before even thinking to build (Kotsis, 2017, 

Windsor Star Article). The Greenhouse industry within Essex is very large, successful 

and comprises a large portion of their economy. It is important to protect such industries 

and arguably smaller lot sizes should be investigated. 

Land	Degradation	

Within the literature, land degradation is defined as the “reduction or loss of 

natural beneficial goods and services, notably primary production services, derived from 

terrestrial ecosystems” (Sklenicka, 2016, p. (s.2)). Thus, the consequences of land 

degradation are created and experienced by humans and the ecosystem. The literature 
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suggests that the effects of land degradation is emphasized for the impacts felt by 

humans rather than by nature itself. It is argued within circles of planning professionals 

that smaller parcels of farm-land that changes hands continually could lead to land 

degradation (Sklenicka, 2016). 

Farmland	Fragmentation	

Farmland fragmentation is one of the most important drivers of land-use change 

(Sklenicka, 2016). Farmland fragmentation is often thought of as the process whereby 

large parcels of land are subdivided or severed into two or more smaller parcels of land, 

which are to be sold to a different owner. Tens of thousands of consents and 

subdivisions have been performed throughout Ontario’s history, leading to the creation 

of over 5 million properties in the province (MPAC, 2016).  

One of the major threats to the diversity in agriculture over the past several 

decades has been farmland consolidation. To make a living many farmers are farming 

multiple farm parcels or buying neighbouring farms to enlarge their farm parcels 

(Caldwell and Dodds-Weir, 2003, pp.4-7). The buying of multiple farm parcels creates 

fewer opportunities for small-middle scale farmers to purchase smaller farm holdings 

before they are snapped up by larger operators.  

The gradual division of land through consents has resulted in a fragmentation of 

the land base; culminating in unforeseen negative impacts, which the current provincial 

government has aggressively sought to address through provincial plans and policies.  

An example of a provincially initiated plan is the Greenbelt Plan. The Greenbelt is a 

planning tool to protect environmental quality and sustainability of urban areas (Fung & 

Conway, 2007). In the early days of its adoption, the Greenbelt was touted as a positive 
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piece of legislation to curb urban sprawl and protect farmland. Since 2005, more 

questions have been raised regarding the effectiveness of the Greenbelt. However, the 

public continues to review the effects of the Greenbelt very positively.  

Protecting	Farmland:	The	Ontario	Greenbelt	

The Ontario Greenbelt Plan was implemented around the City of Toronto into the 

Greater Golden Horseshoe to “protect against the loss and fragmentation of the 

agricultural land base and supports agriculture as the predominant land use” in 2005 

(2005, sec. 1.2.1). The Ontario Greenbelt protects agricultural land surrounding large, 

growing urban centres, from development. The greenbelt extends approximately 

325 km from the eastern end of the Oak Ridges Moraine, near the Rice Lake–Lake 

Iroquois Shoreline, to the Niagara River in the west, covering over 700,000 hectares of 

sensitive environmental and agricultural land (Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing, 

2004). Much of the Greenbelt is Protected Countryside, which is comprised of an 

agricultural system, a natural system and a system of settlement areas (Fung & 

Conway, 2007).   

There are unique planning challenges associated with creating policies to protect 

and guide development in agricultural, natural and settlement areas. Furthermore, the 

Protected Countryside Areas provide unique opportunities for the public. Opportunities 

include ski resorts, golf courses, horse racetracks and a variety of commercial industrial 

and institutional users serving the rural and agricultural sectors (Fung & Conway, 2007). 

Plans and policies such as the Greenbelt Plan may be suitable for areas with high 

development pressure. However, it is contested as to whether provincial policies and 

plans are appropriate for rural areas that are more isolated from urban areas. In the 
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case of Huron County, many of the nine Municipalities are not experiencing 

development pressure. Therefore, it may be more viable for smaller agricultural farm 

lots, as there is arguably less pressure for rural non-farm land uses. 

Land	Division	in	Prime	Agricultural	Areas	

As related to non-farm uses, land division in agriculturally productive areas of the 

province is undesirable by both the provincial government through their PPS, and rural 

planners are generally unsupportive of fragmentation. The main reasons that 

fragmentation of the agricultural land base is considered undesirable are that: (1) it 

causes a physical loss of agriculturally productive areas; (2) it introduces land uses that 

conflict with agricultural production; and (3) it reduces the viability of a parcel for 

agricultural production.  

From a planning perspective, dividing a large or conventionally sized (approx. 

100 acre) agricultural parcel into smaller agricultural parcels, is generally not supported. 

One reason that this division is perceived to be detrimental is because there is a 

perception that smaller agricultural parcels are more likely to be purchased by non-

farmers and taken out of agricultural production (Caldwell et al., 2012).  

Robson (2012) argues that smaller agricultural parcels are not as capable of 

achieving economies of scale as are larger agricultural parcels. Large-scale commercial 

agriculture is the dominant agricultural model in Ontario, and this form of agriculture is 

accompanied with high capital costs for machinery. For an agricultural operation to be 

viable, it requires an adequate land base to ensure that machinery capital is utilized to 

its fullest capacity. Larger agricultural land parcels are better suited to this economic 

model than smaller parcels. The reduction in the density of robust farming operations 
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within a geographic region prevents the agricultural system from fully capitalizing on 

economies of scale (Robson, 2012). For example, as farming operations disappear 

within a region, the grain elevator that aggregates the production has fewer suppliers, or 

the farm machinery dealership has fewer customers. Businesses that rely upon and 

support agricultural production do not achieve maximized economies of scale when the 

agricultural land base is fragmented and farms are less densely distributed. 

Ontario	Provincial	Land	Use	Policies	

The PPS contains policies that generally discourage lot creation and prohibit the 

creation of new residential lots in prime agricultural areas (S. 2.3.4.3), except for the 

purposes of a residence surplus to a farming operation because of farm consolidation. 

Surplus farm dwelling severances may be permitted, if the severed parcel considers the 

following (S. 2.3.4.1): 

1. minimum size to accommodate the use and appropriate sewage and water services; 

2. the planning authority ensures that new residential dwellings are prohibited on any 

remnant parcel of farmland created by the severance. The approach used to ensure 

that no new residential dwellings are permitted on the remnant parcel may be 

recommended by the Province, or based on municipal approaches which achieve the 

same objective; and 

3. infrastructure, where the facility or corridor cannot be accommodated through the use 

of easements or rights-of-way. 

The PPS considers prime agricultural areas are where prime agricultural lands 

predominate, with the priority for protection including areas of specialty crop and/or 

Canada Land Inventory Class 1, 2 or 3 lands. Prime agricultural areas also include 
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Class 4-7 lands and additional areas where there is a local concentration of farms which 

exhibit characteristics of ongoing agriculture. Prime Agricultural areas may be identified 

by the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs using guidelines 

developed by the province as amended from time to time, and may also be identified 

through an alternative agriculture land evaluation system approved by the province. The 

policies outlined in the PPS strive to maintain the land base for agriculture and to 

support a thriving agricultural industry and rural economy. 

Section 2.3 of the PPS seeks to create a stable environment for the operation 

and growth of the agricultural industry within “prime agricultural areas” by protecting 

agricultural resources and reducing the potential for conflict. The section provides 

information related to agricultural uses, agricultural-related uses and on-farm diversified 

uses. Agricultural related uses are defined as farm-related commercial and industrial 

uses that are directly related to farm operations, support agriculture, benefit from being 

near farm operations and provide direct products and/or services to farm operations as 

a primary activity. On-farm diversified uses are defined as uses that are secondary to 

the principle agricultural use of the property and are limited in area (e.g. Home 

occupations, home industries, agri-tourism and uses that produce value-added 

agricultural products). Proposed agriculture-related uses and on-farm diversified uses 

shall be compatible with, and shall not hinder, surrounding agricultural operations. 

Criteria for these uses may be based on guidelines developed by the Province or 

municipal approaches, as set out in municipal planning documents, which achieve the 

same objectives.  
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Section 2.3.6.1 of the PPS provides for a few non-agricultural uses to be 

permitted within prime agricultural areas including: a) extraction of minerals, petroleum 

resources and mineral aggregate resources, if the sites are rehabilitated to an 

agricultural condition; limited non-residential uses, with specific regulations outlined in 

2.3.6.1- b. The PPS provides that any impacts from new or expanding non-agricultural 

uses on surrounding agricultural operations and lands are to be mitigated to the extent 

feasible. 

Lot	Sizes	in	the	PPS	

As per the PPS, the size of farm parcels can be a significant factor to maintaining 

the economic viability of an agriculturally productive area. Appropriate minimum farm 

parcel size discourages the unwarranted fragmentation of farmland and ensures that 

parcel sizes are appropriate for: flexibility in future changes in type or size of agricultural 

operation, the types of agriculture common in the area and the type of agriculture 

proposed on the parcel (S. 2.3.4.1). The province recommends that for most of Ontario, 

40 hectares (98.8 acres) should be the minimum parcel size and represents the most 

appropriate minimum size for row crop and livestock operations while providing farmers 

the flexibility to adapt, expand and change their operations as markets and technology 

changes.  

PPS	and	the	Ontario	Municipal	Board	

The minimum lot size provision of the PPS is open to considerable interpretation. 

The PPS specifies that the size must be appropriate for agricultural common in the 

area. Municipal planners are required to determine what “the area” is, which is a 

challenging task because there is no provincial guidance to a definition of “the area.” In 
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the case of Huron County, there is a very large land base and each municipality has 

similar but unique agricultural practices. In a 2008 OMB case in the County of Oxford, 

the matter of what constituted “the area” was raised as part of the basis for the decision 

regarding the division of a large parcel of agricultural land (OMB, 2008). The county 

planner argued that “the area” constituted a 1 km perimeter surrounding the subject 

lands, whereas the applicants’ expert witness argued “the area” to be the entire 

township in which the subject lands were located (OMB, 2008). The county planner 

argued that in the 1 km perimeter of the site, the average farm size was almost double 

the size of the proposed 52-acre severance (OMB, 2008). Depending on how the 

planner defined a 1 km “perimeter” of the subject parcel, the number of farms in that 

study area would range from about 10-20 farms if they are an average size of 100 

acres.  

The agricultural system that is formed from operations with an average lot size of 

100 acres extends far beyond a 1 km radius. The planner’s approach to defining “the 

area” may be unaligned with the intent of these provincial policies as 1km is a very 

isolating distance; however, policy does not provide guidance in this regard. This lack of 

guidance in the definition of what constitutes “the area” limits the effectiveness of this 

provision, since planners are expected to define “agriculture common in the area” 

without regard to the high-level intent of these policies.  

Even if the definition of area is resolved, this policy still poses issues in regard to 

its provision that the lot size is “appropriate” for established agricultural uses in the area. 

The dominant form of agriculture in Ontario is commercial cash crop farming, and the 

consensus is that larger lots are more suitable for these operations (Caldwell et al., 
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2012). What the current provincial policy typically then results in, are provisions in 

county official plans that place the minimum agricultural lot size at 100 acres, or 40 

hectares. However, this commonly accepted approach does not provide flexibility for the 

creation of smaller farm lots for market gardening, greenhouse operations or intensive 

livestock barns (especially poultry). 

Lot	Sizes	in	Southwestern	Ontario	Counties	

This section includes information from surrounding County’s, regarding their 

minimum lot size policies. In the Perth County Official Plan (OP), guidelines for 

minimum agricultural lot size are not provided. Instead, the County OP discourages the 

split of 100 acre farm parcels and each municipality within Perth County has a Zoning 

By-law which outlines the minimum lot area within an agricultural zone. Perth East 

requires a minimum of 33 ha, West Perth requires a 22 ha minimum, North Perth and 

Perth South both have requirements for a minimum lot area of 30 ha in an agricultural 

zone. Oxford County also refers to each municipality’s Zoning By-Law for guidance on 

minimum farm parcel size. Within Oxford County- Zorra-Tavistock, Zorra, Blandford-

Blenheim and South-West Oxford all require a 30 ha minimum lot size in agricultural 

areas. The Township of Norwich requires 20 ha and the City of Woodstock lists 40 ha 

as their minimum lot size in the agricultural zones.  

Huron	County	Official	Plan		

Huron County’s OP states “the creation of any lot for agricultural purposes must 

be of a size appropriate for the type of agricultural uses common in the area and 

sufficiently large to maintain flexibility for future changes in the type or size of 
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agricultural operations. Lot sizes in agricultural areas will be set out in local Plans.” 

Upon further review of the Huron County Official Plan, the following policy is included:  

“Lot creation in prime agricultural areas is discouraged and will only be permitted 

for: agricultural uses; agriculture-related uses provided that the area of the new lot is 

kept to the minimum size needed to support the use and appropriate servicing; a 

residence surplus to a farming operation; minor lot adjustments; and, infrastructure or 

public service utilities which cannot be accommodated through easements or rights-of-

ways; subject to the policies of local Plans. The creation of any lot for agricultural 

purposes must be of a size appropriate for the type of agricultural uses common in the 

area and sufficiently large enough to maintain flexibility for future changes in the type or 

size of agricultural operations. Lot sizes in agricultural areas will be set out in local 

Plans” (Huron County, 2014). 

The following chart contains the minimum lot size policies contained within the 

Official Plans for the nine lower-tier municipalities in Huron County. Municipalities within 

Huron County Official Plan Land Division Policies for Agricultural Purposes are as 

follows:  

Municipality Official Plan Policy for Minimum Agricultural Lot Size 

Ashfield 

Colborne-

Wawanosh  

Minimum of 38 ha (93 acres); Division of a 60 ha (148 acre) or 

larger farm into two farm parcels may be subject to a minimum 

lot size of 38 ha and 20 ha (49 acre) respectively. The division of 

40 ha (98.9 acre) parcels into smaller units is not permitted. 

(Ashfield Colborne Wawanosh, 2013). 
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Bluewater  

 

Minimum of 38 ha; Notwithstanding the 38 hectare minimum lot 

area requirement, if the present owner purchased 2 or more 

parcels of 20 hectares or more in the same ownership, and they 

merged on title, severances may be considered to recreate the 

same previous farm parcels provided that each parcel has a 

minimum lot area of 20 hectares. (Bluewater, 2005). 

Central Huron  A minimum of lot size of 30 ha. The division of a 60 hectare or 

larger farm into two farm parcels may be permitted subject to: - 

Compliance with the foregoing requirements: - a minimum lot 

size of approximately 38 ha and 16 ha (39.5 acre) respectively 

for the proposed lots; - there has been no separation of a parcel 

less than 38 ha from the property since the date of adoption of 

this Plan; and - the division of 40 ha parcels into smaller units is 

not permitted. (Central Huron, 2015). 

Howick A minimum lot size of 30 hectares shall apply to all new lots 

being created and is based on the long term needs of agriculture. 

(Howick, 2015). 

Huron East A minimum lot size of 38 hectares (94 acres) shall apply to all 

new agricultural lots being created and is based on the long-term 

needs of agriculture. Notwithstanding the minimum lot area 

requirement of 38 hectares (94 acres), if the present owner 

purchases 2 or more parcels of 20 hectares (50 acres) or more in 

the same ownership, at separate times, and they have since 

merged on title, severances may be considered to recreate the 

same previous farm parcels provided that each parcel has a 

minimum lot area of 20 hectares (50 acres). The division of a 60 

hectare farm parcel into two farm parcels may be permitted 

subject to: Both the severed and retained parcels will be used for 

agriculture. Both the severed and retained parcels will have a 

minimum lot size of 20 hectares; There has been no previous 

separation from the 60 hectare parcel since the date of adoption 
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of this plan. (Huron East, 2016) 

Morris-Turnberry Notwithstanding the minimum lot area requirement of 38 ha, if 

the present owner purchased two or more parcels of 20 ha or 

more in the same ownership, at separate times, and they have 

since merged on title, severances may be considered to recreate 

the same previous farm parcels provided that each parcel has a 

minimum lot area of 20 ha. (Morris Turnberry, 2006). 

North Huron Where the land being conveyed or retained is for agriculture 

purposes, a consent may be granted where both the severed and 

retained parcels respect the need for long term agricultural 

flexibility. In determining if the land is to be used for agriculture 

purposes, the following criteria will be met: a. The proposed 

operation must be an agriculture operation either by itself or in 

conjunction with other lands owned by the operator; b. 

Agriculture must be the intended use of the lands being 

conveyed; c. A minimum lot size of 38 hectares. (North Huron, 

2004). 

South Huron A minimum lot size of 38 hectares shall apply to all new lots 

being created and is based on the long-term needs of agriculture. 

The division of a 60 hectare farm parcel into two farm parcels 

may be permitted subject to: a. Both the severed and retained 

parcels will be used for agriculture; b. Both the severed and 

retained parcels will have a minimum lot size of 20 hectares; c. 

An intensive livestock operation must be situated on a minimum 

lot size of 38 hectares; d. There has been no previous separation 

from the 60 hectare parcel since the date of adoption of this plan; 

e. The division of a 38 hectare parcel into smaller units is not 

permitted. (South Huron, 2014). 
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As noted in the above chart, the minimum lot size for creating parcels in 

agricultural areas within Huron County is 38 ha (94 acres) in many Municipalities. 

Howick and Central Huron both have 30 ha (74 acres) lot minimums. These minimum 

lot sizes are contested by political decision makers as being “too restrictive” for 

diversifying the rural economy. Municipalities such as Howick, have a large community 

that is reliant on horse-drawn buggies for their primary modes of transportation (Zhou et 

al, 2014).   

This community often does not utilize large pieces of farm machinery and makes 

their living off small parcels that are all located near each other (Zhou et al, 2014). “The 

principle of treating everyone the same in planning promotes equality, it does not 

always translate to equitable incomes” (Caldwell & Sharpe, 2015, p.42). The 

communities reliant on horse-drawn buggies for transport, large family sizes and 

preference for on-farm employment are some of the factors that distinguish this 

community of people (Caldwell & Sharpe, 2015, p.42).  Thus the unique lifestyle and 

culture held by the horse-drawn carriage community as described by Caldwell & Sharpe 

suggest that it may be a human rights concern, to create lot size policies that do not 

allow for the horse-drawn carriage community to work and live the way they do. Lot 

sizes to address human rights concerns is an issue that is not readily discussed within 

the literature. This is a recommended future topic of research. 

Lessons	from	Europe:	Farmland	Fragmentation		

Europe is often not talked about when assessing rural planning practices within 

Ontario. This is because the land use planning system is so different between Ontario 

and anywhere in Europe that it is challenging to compare the two. However, after 
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scanning the literature, it was apparent that there are some lessons that Ontario can 

learn about “what not to do” when it comes to land division. In European countries as 

well as China, India and others, farmland ownership fragmentation has become a 

considerable issue (Sklenicka, 2016). “In developed countries, this process also comes 

into conflict with increasingly concentrated land use, modernization of farm machinery 

and increasing need for economically efficient management” (Sklenicka, 2016, p.694). 

Sklenicka (2016) argues that in today’s industrialized agricultural climate, smaller 

parcels of farmland are not economically viable for individual farming.  

In Europe, the most common cause of ownership fragmentation is “partible 

inheritance, whereby land is divided among all heirs and is not passed, for example, 

only to the oldest child” (Sklenicka, 2016, p.695). The second most common cause of 

land fragmentation is the “physical division of parcels during their sale, or change of 

use, most frequently because of land conversion induced by development pressure” 

(Irwin & Bockstael, 2007). Interestingly when looking at land degradation, 

socioeconomic factors, such as the division of farmland and numerous owners are not 

assessed as types of land degradation. This is a particularly significant oversight in 

European countries as well as developing countries, where there are far more owners of 

land than there are farms.  

For example, in the Czech Republic, there are more than 3.5 million land owners, 

but only 30,000 farming entities (Sklenicka et al., 2014). In the Czech Republic, only 

20% of land is farmed by its owners while the remaining 80% is rented. Land tenure 

insecurity, inability to defend rights and weak enforcement of rules are all factors, 

determinants and drivers of land degradation in the above listed geographies 
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(Sklenicka, 2016). While Ontario does not currently face the same challenges as the 

Czech Republic, this is an important lesson as to what can go wrong if smaller parcels 

of farmland are allowed to be created on a continual basis with no policy guidance.   

“Farming overly small parcels is excessively expensive for farmers due to the 

increased proportion of unproductive passages over the parcels and the travelling 

between individual small parcels” (Sklenicka, 2016). Sklenicka discusses issues 

associated with fragmented farmland in the European context including the fact that 

many parcels are not accessible by road, due to increasing fragmentation that has not 

been accompanied by the construction of a denser road network. Within the European 

context, farmland is devalued simply through the physical division of parcels, even when 

land fertility and other relevant attributes influencing land value are held constant 

(Sklenicka, 2016). This is not always the case for many agriculturally productive areas 

in North America.  

At the Ontario Municipal Board (OMB), an expert appraiser examined 40 farm 

sales of acreages ranging from 25 acres to 200 acres. The appraiser found that there 

were no appreciable differences in the average price per acre from 46 acre parcels to 

those over 100 acres. Only sales under 46 acres reflected a higher price per acre. The 

difference in pricing structure for acres of land in some countries in Europe versus 

Ontario may be attributed to lack of farm access for smaller parcels of land as well as 

marginal pieces of farmland. Furthermore, European countries with high fragmentation 

rates making it easier for purchasers who want to buy small parcels of land. Perhaps in 

Ontario, it is more challenging to find viable farm parcels that are under 46 acres and 

therefore the demand exceeds the supply.  
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Conclusion	of	Literature	Review	

The Ontario provincial government is quite strict on the parameters of land 

division policies within agricultural areas. It is paramount that, as discussed previously 

in this paper, prime agricultural land be protected. The Ontario government prefers a 

100 acre agricultural lot size minimum and is generally unsupportive of anything 

smaller. However, this has not always been the case. In the early 70s, ‘small’ lots were 

created for intensive livestock operations in prime agricultural areas. If the farmer could 

prove the operation was viable and could be supported on a small parcel, the consent 

was often approved. There are many examples of these “small farm lots” within Huron 

County.  

Chapter	3 Methodology	

Part	I:	GIS	Mapping	

To gain a better understanding of the existing agricultural parcels within the 

County, maps with lots and their respective sizes were created. A common argument in 

support of smaller lot creation is that there are no small parcels available for young 

farmers or farmers wanting smaller parcels for market gardening. Maps and graphs 

were created to demonstrate the number of undersized farm parcels within Huron 

County, how many of these parcels are owned and operated by one farmer or a farm 

corporation. The maps were created using MPAC Data, which is provided to the County 

in the form of “Shapefiles”. The GIS team at the County of Huron produced these maps 

from the MPAC data provided.  
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“MPAC is an independent, not-for-profit corporation funded by all Ontario 

municipalities, accountable to the Province, municipalities and property taxpayers 

through its 15-member Board of Directors. Our role is to accurately assess and classify 

all properties in Ontario in compliance with the Assessment Act and regulations set by 

the Government of Ontario” (MPAC, 2017). “In spring 2002, the Ontario Government 

(Ministry of Natural Resources), the Municipal Property Assessment Corporation 

(MPAC) and Teranet Enterprises Inc. reached an agreement to gather information 

about Ontario’s estimated four million land parcels and bring this knowledge together 

into a standardized digital database — the Ontario Parcel database. The Ontario Parcel 

database contains boundaries and identifiers such as Assessment Roll Number (ARN) 

or property identification number (PIN), which can be linked to ownership, and assessed 

value information for each individual property or “parcel” of land in Ontario” (Ontario 

Parcel, n.d.). 

Figure 1 and Figure 1-B are maps of parcels less than 25 acres in size and 

zoned AG1 (General Agriculture) according to MPAC. Figure 2 groups smaller farm 

parcels together by owner name to show that numerous smaller farm parcels can be 

owned by one farmer or a farm operation. This was done by analyzing farm ownership 

mailing addresses through MPAC. 

Figure 3 below was created using County Official Plan Designation Data. Figure 

3 gathered AG1 zoned properties identified in Figure 1. Then, if a subject parcel was 

designated Natural Environment or Extractive Resources, these parcels were removed 

to show only land designated as Agriculture. This was completed to gain a better 

understanding of how many undersized parcels have workable acreages. Land 
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designated “natural environment” often has a woodlot or wetland, which is non-arable. 

Land designated “extractive resources” has the potential to be reverted to an aggregate 

pit, or is an existing aggregate pit and perhaps is not currently arable land or will not be 

arable in the future.  

Figure 4 demonstrated the same information as Figure 3 but grouped together 

small farms owned by the same farmer or farm corporation, utilizing MPAC ownership 

data.  

Part	II-	Property	Analysis	

To gain a better understanding of the small farm lots identified in the preliminary 

County research, 20 undersized farm parcels with the potential of livestock operations 

were chosen for further investigation. These parcels were carefully selected from the 

Huron County 1971-1988 Consent Database. The dates of 1971-1988 were chosen, as 

the life span of many livestock barns is around 30 years. Thus, by selecting parcels 29 

years and older, Huron County staff were curious to know if original barns were still 

present, if they have been upgraded or replaced or if they still exist at all. For the 

parcels to be chosen, they had to meet the following criteria:  

• Created between 1971-1988 

• Created for Agriculture; 

• Severed and Retained parcel utilized for Agriculture (AG zoning); 

• Be under 20 acres in size; 

• Severed and/or Retained use noted as: AG-livestock, AG-chicken, AG-hogs, AG-

rabbitry, AG-horses, AG- orchard or AG-intensive 

• Parcels created for livestock purposes were of most interest. 
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After going through several hundred consents within the database, a ‘short list’ of 47 

parcels were chosen for further investigation. To meet the above criteria, records with 

parcel sizes under 20 acres and the Land Use Severed/Land Use Retained noted as 

“AG-livestock, AG-chicken, AG-hogs, AG-rabbitry, AG-horses, or AG-intensive” within 

the 1971-1988 Consent Database were short listed.  

Chapter	4 Introduction	to	Case	Study	Area	

Section 2.3.4 of the Provincial Policy Statement addresses the issue of lot 

creation in Prime Agricultural Areas.  Lots may be created for agricultural uses provided 

that the lots are of a size appropriate for the type of agricultural uses common in the 

area and are sufficiently large to maintain flexibility for future changes in the type or size 

of agricultural operations (Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing, 2014, p. 25).  

This report examines the types of agricultural uses common in Huron County and 

provides data about the supply of various lot sizes in Huron. Minimum lot sizes 

prescribed in the local Official Plans and Zoning By-laws within Huron County currently 

range from 30-38 ha (74-93.9 acres) depending on the local municipality. For the 

purpose of this report, a “lot” is defined as a conveyable parcel of land. 

The following section contains a discussion and presents maps that were created to 

show the distribution of farm parcel sizes within the County. 

The following section provides information and mapping for various farm lot 

parcel sizes within Huron County. This series of maps has been created with a colour-

coded legend to illustrate clusters of similar lot sizes in Agriculture designated parcels in 

the County. Smaller parcels of farm land (between 10-74 acres) are highlighted in 
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yellow to blue. The smaller the parcel, the more yellow it is. Larger parcels of farm land 

(95-999 acres) are highlighted in green-blue; the larger the parcel size, the darker the 

shade of blue. For the purposes of this section, a “parcel” is defined as a conveyable 

piece of land. 

Farm	Lots	as	Indicated	by	MPAC	in	Huron	County	(2016).	

Figure 1 highlights the distribution of small parcels of farm land that currently exist within 

Huron County. As demonstrated on this map, there are numerous farm parcels currently 

in existence that are of a smaller size than what the current Huron County local Official 

Plans and Zoning By-laws permit. The first map does not consider neighbouring parcels 

with common ownership, where the identified parcel is part of an overall larger operation 

with multiple farm properties.  
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Figure	1-	B.	AG1	Parcels	under	25	Acres	in	Size	

Figure 1-B. Is a map of all the AG1 (General Agriculture) parcels under 25 acres in size 

within the County of Huron (see below). In total, 731 parcels were zoned AG1 and were 

under 25 acres in size within the County, as identified through 2016 MPAC data. This 

information is also presented in Figure 1, however the Figure 1-B map was created to 

make it easier to identify where exactly in the County smaller parcels are located. 

Notably, there is a larger concentration of smaller parcels in the Central Huron and 

Goderich areas. 
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Figure	1-B	
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Figure	2:	Farm	Lots	as	Indicated	by	MPAC	Grouped	by	Owner	Name	in	

Huron	County	(2016).	

This map has been created to illustrate that many of the smaller parcels identified 

in Figure 1 belong to larger farm operations. This map was created by identifying 

parcels with matching owner names and mailing addresses. Overall, this populated the 

map with larger farm parcels throughout the County. Figure 2 illustrates the trend for 

farmers to acquire several farm parcels to make up their farm operation. However, as 

identified on Figure 1 and Figure 1-B, there is still a supply of smaller lots that could be 

conveyed to interested parties without the requirement of a severance. 
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Figure	3:	Agricultural	Landuse	Areas	in	Huron	County	(2016).	

This map has been created by starting off with the lot fabric shapefile for all 

Agriculture designated properties, then land use designations of Natural Environment 

and Extractive Resources land uses were removed to show only land designated as 

Agriculture. As noted in the description of Figures 1 and 2, there are numerous farm lots 

which are between 10-94 acres in size. This map shows that by excluding land 

designated as Natural Environment and/or Extractive Resources the number of small-

workable-acreage farm parcels is larger than a study of the gross parcel size would 

indicate. This further emphasizes the conclusion that there are an adequate variety of 

farm parcel sizes available in Huron County without the need for severances.  
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Figure	4:	Agricultural	Landuse	Areas	Grouped	by	Owner	Name	in	Huron	

County	(2016).	

This map was created using the same methodology as described in Figure 3, however it 

groups together different parcels owned by the same operator, as described in the 

narrative for Figure 2. This map demonstrates the implications of consolidating smaller 

parcels of land designated as agriculture. As shown on the map, when the smaller 

parcels of farm land are consolidated, there are fewer small farms remaining. This figure 

illustrates the trend of farmers acquiring multiple farm parcels to make up their farm 

operation. 
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Background:	Analysis	of	Farm	Property	Size	

Specific Agricultural Census data for each municipality was provided to the 

County by OMAFRA. This Census data, which was not published on the Agricultural 

Census website, was utilized to create the numerous charts and graphs explained 

below. Unless otherwise noted, the information provided by OMAFRA was per farm and 

could have more than one parcel owned by one operator. The charts and graphs were 

created by utilizing the raw data provided by OMAFRA in Microsoft Excel. 

It is beneficial to look at a “farm property” as an entire entity, without separating 

each farm parcel owned and farmed with numerous other parcels as one operation. The 

below section looks at each Census “farm category” which could be comprised of one 

large parcel or numerous smaller parcels.  

Analysis	of	Farm	Property	Sizes	by	Municipality	

Building on the information provided in the previous section, the following section 

provides information about the number in each property size category in a series of 

graphs. This is the same data as shown in Figures 1-4, however instead of being 

displayed on one map, the bar charts below show the number of properties per 

Municipality. The data for these graphs comes from the 2011 Agricultural Census. 

The summary graph below shows the Number of Farm Properties by Size and 

Municipality in Huron County. A farm could be numerous farm parcels owned by one or 

more farmers. The graphs below show the number of farm operations falling within each 

size category in each Municipality. For all municipalities in Huron County, the most 

common farm size is between 95-199 acres. This is consistent with the traditional farm 

lot size of 100 acres.  
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Figure 1 
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Figure	3	
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Figure	5	
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Figure	7	
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Figure	9	
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Howick only 29% of the agriculture lots are made up of undersized parcels. This is an 
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interesting fact, as Howick is a Municipality with a strong community reliant on horse-

drawn carriage (Caldwell & Sharpe, 2015). This community requires smaller farm 

parcels located near each other. Thus, the policy supports “agricultural practices 

common in the area”, however while large farm lots may be what is common in the 

area, there is an underpinning need by the horse-drawn carriage community for smaller 

farm lots. 

Figure 14 (below) helps to highlight were in the County clusters of smaller lot 

sizes tend to be found.  By showing “hot spots” of small lot sizes within the County. The 

deeper the orange/red, the greater number of small lots are concentrated in that area. 

As shown on the map, Central Huron, the lakeshore of Huron and areas adjacent to 

highways have a notably higher concentration of small lots compared to the rest of the 

County. The information used to create “Hot Spots of Small Agricultural Properties in 

Huron County” (below) was obtained from 2016 MPAC data. 
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Chapter	5 Findings	Part	I:	Farm	Property	Size	Trends	

Figure 15 shows the trend of total farm area sizes, for both within Huron County 

and within Ontario using census data from 2001-2011. This graph and the following 

graphs use different data from the preceding figures. The farm sizes in the graph are 

the total farm size in acres as reported by farmers who complete the agricultural census 

form. The farm sizes reported could be made up of several different parcels of land. As 

shown on the graph, the number of small to medium farm sizes is changing very little 

(under 10 acres to 759 acres) and there is an increasing number of large farms between 

760 to over 3520 acres. It is important to note that while it looks like there has been an 

extremely drastic increase in the number of farms between 2880-3519 acres in size, 

there are only five farms that meet these criteria. Thus, it is important to keep in mind 

that there are only a small number of farms that make up this category and any increase 

in the number of these farms will drastically impact the percentage increase. As the 

trend toward larger farms increases, it is a certain challenge for municipalities and for 

the province to support the creation of smaller farm lots. However, by not supporting the 

creation of any smaller farm lots, many groups are excluded from the possibility of either 

breaking into the farm industry or planning for family members to own smaller farm 

parcels near by. Some of these groups include those reliant on horse-drawn carriages 

for transportation, market gardeners and those who are able to get Nutrient 

Management Plans for intensive livestock operations (poultry) on smaller farm 

acreages.   
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Figure	15	

 

Figure 16 was created using the 2001, 2006 and 2011 Farm Census data for 

Huron County. This graph shows the actual number of farms increasing and decreasing 

by size category over the time of 2001-2011. The most notable trend in the changing 

farm sizes of Huron County, is the increase of farms over 760 acres in size. In a ten-

year period (2001-2011), there were 48 new farms created that were reported to be 

over 760 acres in size. This is a significant increase in the number of very large farms 

within Huron County.  
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Figure	16	

 

Existing	Types	of	Farm	Operations	

The following section demonstrates the different types of agricultural operations 

within each municipality in Huron County. The information for these pie charts was 

gathered from the 2011 Farm Census Data.  
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Figures 20-27 below. The highest percentage of farms in the County are oilseed and 

grain farms, followed by cattle ranching and farming, and other animal production. 
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County. Each municipality within Huron County has a large percentage of total farming 

devoted to oilseed and grain farms and cattle farms (including dairy). This is relevant 

when one considers the Provincial Policy Statement requirement that lot sizes should 

be an appropriate size for the type of agricultural uses common in the area. It is 

important to note that often oilseed and grain farms require larger farm acreages, as the 
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land to be used effectively and efficiently. Thus, it may not be suitable for a smaller lot 

size policy of anything under 75 acres. However, as discussed previously, this is not 

palatable for many municipal councilors or for the horse-drawn carriage community. The 

policies cater to the large-scale farmers and arguably hinder the smaller scale 

operators.  

The following charts demonstrate the type of farming operations that are most 

dominant in each Municipality. Following the charts is a discussion relating to the 

significance of the findings displayed. 

Figure	17	
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Figure	18	

	

 
Table	of	the	Farming	Types	per	Huron	County	Municipality	
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Legend of Farm Types 
 

Summary	of	Farm	Types	in	Huron	County	

Most municipalities within Huron County have a very high proportion of oilseed 

and grain farms compared to other farm types, followed by cattle ranching and farming. 
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Within Huron County, South Huron has the highest percentage of oilseed and grain 

farms (60.0%), followed by Bluewater (58.9%), and other municipalities within Huron. 

Howick (30.7%) has the lowest percentage of this type of farm, but the highest 

percentage of farms with “other animal production.”  

The next most common type of farming operation is cattle ranching. Morris-

Turnberry has the highest percentage of farms involved in cattle ranching (30.2%), 

followed by Howick (29.2%) and North Huron (29.2%), and Bluewater with the lowest 

percentage at (12.4%). 

Within Huron County, vegetable and melon farming, fruit and tree nut farming, 

greenhouse, and nursery and floriculture are the least common types of farm operation.  

The following graph shows the percentage change in the total number of farms by type 

in Huron County as compared to the province of Ontario. Most of the trends in Huron 

County are shared by the Province, except for “greenhouse, nursery and floriculture 

production” and “other crop farming” which is shown to be increasing as a percentage of 

all types of farms in Huron County, but decreasing in the total share of farms province-

wide. Sheep and goat farming, greenhouse, nursery and floriculture production and 

other crop farming in Huron are increasing at a greater rate than the Provincial average.  
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Figure	20	

 

As Figure 20 above demonstrates, over a ten-year period there have been major 

changes in the number of farms devoted to various types of farming.  Agriculture is a 

dynamic industry and change is a constant.  For farmers to be flexible to adapt to 

changes in types of farming operations policies must recognize the needs of farmers 

over the long term. Farm consolidations mean that while the number of farms 

decreases, there is likely to be an increase in economic value or livestock numbers. 

Summary	of	Findings			
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• Some municipalities have greater number of lots made up of undersized lots than 

others. For example, in Central Huron 47% of the total number of lots in the 

municipality is made up of lots of 74 acres or less in area, whereas in Howick only 

29% of the agriculture lots are made up of undersized parcels. 

• Clusters of smaller lots tend to follow recognizable patterns within County. Central 

Huron, the lakeshore of Huron and areas adjacent to highways have a notably 
higher concentration of small lots compared to the rest of the County. 

• The most notable trend in changes in farm sizes in Huron County is that while the 

number of small and medium sized farms has stayed relatively steady over a 10 

year period (2001-2011) the number of very large farms (over 760 acres) is 

increasing. It is worth noting that smaller lots of less than 50 acres are likely to be of 
limited interest or value to larger producers. 

• Throughout Huron County the most common type of farming is oilseed and grain 

farming. Although oil and grain farming is the most common type of farming in all 

municipalities in Huron County some municipalities have a greater share of their 

number of farms coming from other farming types. In South Huron 61% of farming is 

oil and grain farming with 15% cattle farming. In Howick 31% of all farming is oilseed 
and grain farming with 29% cattle farming.   

• From 2001 to 2011 Sheep and goat farming, greenhouse, nursery and floriculture 

production and other crop farming in Huron increased at a greater rate than the 

Provincial average.  
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Chapter	6 Findings	Part	II:	Small	Farm	Operations	in	Huron	

County	

Research	Constraints	

Unfortunately, due to the age of the Consent database, a lot of key information was 

missing. Many consent records did not contain the lot or concession number of the 

property. This missing information made it nearly impossible to figure out where the 

parcel of interest was located, and thus these consents were not included for further 

research. Another issue was that some of the consents chosen did not appear to be 

finalized. This was discovered by utilizing MPAC data, the Huron County GIS system 

and Aerial Imagery to verify that all the parcels of interest were contained within the lot 

fabric. At the end of this process, 18 small farm parcels that met all the above criteria, 

were selected for a site visit. However, this number was further reduced. One farm 

family “Whyte Bros Farms” own numerous small parcels with chicken barns on each 

parcel. Three of these Whyte Bros farm parcels met the criteria of selection. However 

for a few reasons, it was decided to exclude these properties from the study.  

Many of these parcels only contain a poultry barn and do not have a house on the 

parcel. The “Whyte Bros Farms” appear to be farmed together. There is a “common” 

manure storage area on one of the parcels, which is very large in size and appears to 

be utilized by all of the “Whyte Bro” Farms. It is assumed that many of these small 

parcels created for poultry were motivated by increases in poultry quota. In speaking 

with a poultry farmer, since the late 80s, the Poultry Board in Ontario tightened up the 

quota system and poultry farmers are assessed for quota by their entire operation and 
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not the smaller parcels they own. In the end, 15 small farm lots were selected to be 

investigated further. The following page contains a table with all the site visits and 

observations. 

Another research constraint was time. While it would have been desirable to 

interview the property owners, this was not feasible within the available time. As a 

result, an alternate methodology was developed. In this research project in particular, it 

would have been extremely beneficial to have ethics clearance to speak first hand with 

farmers of “small farm lots” to better assess the situation and draw more conclusive 

conclusions. However, as time was not on our side, a windshield survey was 

substituted. “Windshield surveys are systematic observations made from a moving 

vehicle. They help to better understand the community in general or a specific condition 

or aspect of it. Windshield surveys are particularly useful when the area you want to 

observe is large, and the aspects you’re interested in can be seen from the road.” (KU 

Work Group for Community Health and Development, 2017). For this research, 

windshield surveys were advantageous as the geographic area covered was expansive. 

Active farming operations are generally identifiable from a vehicle and thus it was 

determined that due to time constraints and the number of site visits, a windshield 

survey would be most advantageous.  

Further research on this matter should include interviews with farmers of active 

livestock operations on small farm parcels. Windshield surveys did not allow for 

interaction with the farmers to learn about their opinions, motives for creating small 

parcels or thoughts on small parcel policies. This piece of information would be very 

interesting to know first-hand from farmers living on and working small acreages.    
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Site	Visit	Criteria	

It is important to note that every site was visited first hand. The lead researcher 

brought along an “agricultural expert” to assess the farm operations. Darren Mohle grew 

up on a poultry and beef farm in Wellington County. He works full time as a “Client 

Relationship Manager” in the Agribusiness banking sector. Darren spends multiple days 

a week visiting clients at their farms across Southwestern Ontario. He is familiar with 

active agricultural operations and provided important insights to each farm visited.  

As noted in the table above, 15 farms were visited and assessed. The assessment 

included a windshield survey with the following questions (as noted from left to right on 

the table below). Once the day was complete, Jenn Burns and Darren Mohle went 

through notes and photos from every property to determine whether they estimated that 

the small parcel was utilized for agriculture.  

1. Lot size (pre-determined via consent database) 

2. Active farming operation (determined after the site visit) 

3. Barn Type (if poultry, how many storeys) 

4. Feed Bins & current condition 

5. Drive Shed & current condition 

6. Farm Signs 

7. Manure Storage 

8. Recent Agricultural Investment 

9. Condition of the House 

10. Any other agricultural activity recognized 

11. General Notes (some from before the visit, some after) 

 

The following chart demonstrates the results from the site visits. Of the 15 site visits, 

seven sites were determined to be active agricultural operations. These seven sites are 
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explored in more depth below the table. Of the eight sites that were not deemed to be 

active agricultural operations, there were many factors embedded within the table to 

describe what was observed on the site. In a few cases, the barns appeared to be so 

old and in such disrepair, that it was determined they were abandoned. One property 

appeared to be a landscaping operation with new greenhouses (presumably to aid the 

business). Another property, the trout farm, was challenging to determine if an ‘active 

agricultural’ operation was still present on the site. There were no signs of agriculture, 

and thus the property was determined to not be an agricultural operation.  

Photos were taken on a cellphone device on the day of site vists. Unfortunately, the 

quality of the photos was very poor once uploaded onto a computer. Therefore, Google 

Streetview images were utilized instead. Original photos were compared with Google 

Streetview and no major discrepancies were noted.  The use of these photos was 

advantageous as they were of uniformly high quality and displayed the property during 

the summer when agricultural activity was most likely to be evident. 
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No.	

Former	
Municipality	

Lot	
Size	
(ac)	 Active	 Barn	Type	 Feed	Bins	 Farm	Equip	 Drive	Sheds	

Farm	
Sign	

Manure	
Storage	

Recent	Ag	
Invest	

Condition	of	
House	

Any	other	
apparent	
activity	 Notes	

1	 Hullett		 3.71	 YES	
2	-	3	story	chicken	
barns	

Yes	-	attached	to	
barn	

Small,	newer	
implements	
around	

Yes	-	Between	
chickenbarns	 Yes	-	CFO	

Storage	Evident	-	
no	piles	

Barns	are	old	but	well	
kept	and	recently	
renovated	

Excellent	home;	<1	
15yrs	old	

Cash	crop	farm	and	
solar	panels	

Port-a-potty	present;	
indicates	actively	
producing	chicken	

2	 Hullett		 9.88	 NO	

Aging	hog	
barns,new	
curtains	

No	feed	bins	can	
be	seen	

old	odds	&	ends	
around	 New	Shop/Driveshed	 No	 No	 New	Shop	

Good	-	renovated	
century	home	 No	

Unsure	-	barn	looks	like	
it	could	house	hogs	but	
not	likely	

3	 Hullett		 3.95	 NO	 Old	bank	barn	
No	feed	bins	can	
be	seen	 No	 Yes	-	old/wod	 No	 No	

No	/	Greenhouse	
<10yrs	 Decent	but	older	

Lots	of	greenhouses,	
landscaping	
tools/supplies	

	

4	 Hullett		 3.71	 NO	

Old	bank	barn,	no	
apparent	
livestock	

Yes	-	unique	
grain	storage	
setup	 No	 No	 No	 No	 No	 old	but	well	kept	 No	 No	livestock	

5	 McKillop	 9.88	 YES	
Horse	Barn,	good	
condition,	old	silo	 No	 No	 No	 No	 n/a	

New	Solar	Microfit	
(<10yrs)	

Excellent	-	very	
valuable	property	 Solar	

Rural	property	
potentially	housing	a	
few	horses	

6	 McKillop	 6.92	 YES	
Horse	Barn	with	
Horse	outside	

Large	Concrete	
silo	 No	 New	 4H	 Animals	present	

Refurbished	drive	
shed	 Good	

Cash	crop	equipment	
in	yard	

	

7	 McKillop	 9.88	 NO	
No	barns	or	farm	
structure	 No	 No	 No	 No	 No	 No	 Good	 n/a	 Just	an	AG-4	

8	 McKillop	 9.88	 YES	
Pig	Barn	-	either	
finisher	or	nursery	 Yes	 Yes	 Yes	-	1	aging	shed	 No	

Liquid	Tank	/	
Solid	Yard	 No	 Fair	-	aging	

Dead	Stock	Pick	up	bin	
spotted	 Waste	Agreement	

9	 McKillop	 2.47	 YES	
Rabbitry	-	good	
condition	

No	(rabbits	likely	
fed	by	bag)	 Yes	 Yes	-	good	condition	 No	 No	 Good	maintence	

Older	house,	recently	
renovated	 No	

MPAC	-	intensive	farm	
operation	with	
residence	

10	 McKillop	 9.88	 NO	
No	barns	or	farm	
structure	 N/A	 No	 Yes	 No	 No	 No	 Good	 No	 Just	an	AG-4	

11	 East	Wawanosh	 6.18	 No	 Trout	Farm	 n/a	 n/a	 no	 no	 no	 Nice	Property	 Good	

Hobby	trout	farm	-	
various	ponds	/	tourist	
potentially?	

	12	 McKillop	 5.93	 NO	 Old	bank	barn	 No	 No	 No	 No	 No	 No	 Good	house	 No	
	13	 McKillop	 6.18	 NO	 n/a	 No	 No	 No	 No	 No	 No	 Good	 No	
	

14	 Grey	 19.02	 YES	
Poultry	/	2	storey	
-	likely	breeders	 Yes	 None	visible	 NO	 OFA	 NO	 Well	Kept	

House	old,	decent	
condition	

River	running	through	
property	

	

15	 Howick	 5.00	 YES	
poultry	/	2	storey	
-	likely	breeders	 Yes	 None	visible	 Yes	-	good	condition	

	  
well	Kept	 Good	house	
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Of the 15 properties included in the study, 7 were noted to be an active livestock 

operation. The remaining eight properties did not appear to be an active agricultural 

operations. Of the seven active livestock operations, there are three examples of poultry 

barns on small parcels; two horse barns, a swine operation and a rabbitry. The next 

section will take a closer look at the properties that have been deemed to be an active 

livestock operation. The following sections outline each “active livestock” operation site 

visit. There is a summary table with the municipality, year created, zoning and relevant 

notes; followed by Google Streetview images and a short description below each image. 

As explained above, Google Streetview images were used in lieu of actual site visit 

photos due to image quality issues.  

Non-Active	Agricultural	Properties	

Many of the eight sites that were determined to not be active agricultural operations 

had either extremely old/abandoned bank barns or barns were never constructed 

according to MPAC building data. Many of these properties have been rezoned to AG4 

(Agricultural Small Holding), which is essentially a rural non-farm residential zone. 

Therefore, small parcels that were severed for “agriculture” have a greater chance of 

being converted to rural non-farm residential uses. It appears that many of the 

properties were severed under the guise that they would be used for agriculture, 

however that was likely never the intention. Alternatively, if it was intended to be used 

for agriculture, the pressure from urban dwellers to purchase small “estate” lots may 

have enticed “market gardeners” to sell the smaller parcels and move elsewhere. This is 

systematic flaw in the land-use planning system. It is problematic as the original 
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severance fragments large viable agricultural parcels and the resulting residential use 

may provide more issues with land use conflicts, such as MDS.  

Poultry	Operation	Site	Visit	Summary	

Poultry Barn Site Visits 
# Municipality Year 

Created 
Zoning Notes 

1 Central 
Huron 

1987 AG1 The poultry operation is severed as a small 
parcel and owned by (presumably) wife; the 
house is on a 94 acre farm parcel, zoned 
AG1. After speaking with a planner familiar 
with this property, it was suggested that this 
farm may be a “semi-retirement farm” for a 
large-scale poultry operator with multiple 
farm parcels across the County. 

2 Howick 1979 AG1/NE2 The poultry operation is on a small parcel 
(18.75 acres) in size. It is directly south of a 
79.25 acre livestock farm also owned by the 
same owner. The larger farm parcel does not 
have a residence and only contains an old, 
dilapidated barn.  

3 Howick 1988 AG1 This is the only poultry operation on a small 
parcel (4.26 acres) that is not a part of a 
larger operation or farm holding as described 
above. The owner applied for (and was 
successful) to obtain a Minor Variance to 
permit a new poultry barn to be constructed 
in front of his original barn. 

 

 
Poultry farm #1 (see above table): House on left, two large poultry barns and drive 
sheds on the right. (Google Streetview, 2013). 
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Poultry farm #1: Closer view of house and barns on the right (Google Streetview, 2013). 
 

 
Poultry farm #2: Large scale poultry barn, with old barn on the separate parcel in the 
background on the right. (Google Streetview, 2013). 
 

 
Poultry farm #2: View of the house and barn. (Google Streetview, 2013). 
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Poultry farm #3: View of barns and drive shed. House is not visible from street. (Google 

Streetview, 2013). 

Poultry	Farm	Site	Visit	Analysis	

It is interesting to note that two of the three poultry barns sited on small lots are 

potentially part of a larger farming operation. After analyzing the ownership of the 

surrounding parcels, poultry barn 1 had presumably the husband’s name as the parcel 

with the poultry operation and the wife’s name as the owner of the larger farm parcel 

with house. For poultry barn #2, both the small parcel with the poultry barn and house 

and the larger farm parcel to the rear had the exact same owner’s name. The farm to 

the rear of poultry barn #2 did not have a house and only contained an old beef-barn.  

Poultry barn #3 was the best example of an industry average poultry operation 

on a 5 acre parcel. The farmer recently applied for a minor variance to expand his 

operation. He noted that he sells the poultry manure to surrounding farmers to meet his 

nutrient management plan. Out of the three poultry barns visited, the third poultry 

operation seems to be the most viable ‘stand alone’ operation on a small acreage. This 

was surprising, as poultry was thought to be the strongest contender as a ‘prime 

example’ of how livestock barns can be successful on small acreages. However, it is 

appearing that even though the barns were severed off for poultry, they were never 

sold. It is likely that these barns severed for poultry were never intended to be sold and 
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were severed for quota purposes. Thus, these small farm lots are still in the hands of 

larger-scale producers. 

Horse	Farm	Site	Visit	Summary	

Horse Farm Site Visits 
# Address Year 

Created 
Zoning Notes 

1 Huron East 1977 AG1-5 The zoning permits a residence that is not 
accessory to agriculture. The property 
appears to be more of an estate lot with a 
few horses. However, the horse barn is still 
standing, in good condition and presumed to 
be used for the housing of equine.  

2 Huron East 1978 AG1 Livestock was observed on site, the drive 
shed was refurbished, the land was cropped 
and cash crop equipment was in the front 
yard.  

 

 
Horse Operation #1: View of horsebarn in the far left corner, with house beside (Google 
Streetview, 2013). 
 

 
Horse Operation #1: View of the large house and laneway (Google Streetview, 2013).  
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Horse Operation #2: View of aging barn, silo and well-maintained house (Google 
Streetview, 2013). 
 

 
Horse Operation #2: View of bank barn with upgraded curtains and concrete silo 
(Google Streetview, 2013).  
Horse	Site	Visit	Analysis	

The first horse farm appeared to be a family home on an estate lot with a couple of 

horses. The zoning for this property allows for the house to be secondary to Agriculture. 

This implies that the agricultural operation is not large enough to be profitable to be 

considered an “agricultural operation” and is likely for hobby-purposes. After driving by 

the first horse farm, both researchers agreed that it seemed that everyone in the 

household worked off the “farm” and rode the horses on evenings or weekends. 

Interestingly, the consent database notes that this property was severed for “AG-

horses” in 1977. It is impressive that there are still clues to lead researchers to believe 

that horses are still on the property this many years later.  
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The second horse farm appeared to be much more of an active livestock operation. 

As noted above, there were new curtains on the barn, the field was actively cropped, 

animals were present and a lot of agricultural machinery/equipment was on the 

property. While it was promising to witness such an active operation on a small parcel, 

questions were raised about future agricultural expansion on the property. As farming 

becomes more mechanized and the cost of inputs continues to increase, many farmers 

are finding it necessary to expand operations to remain competitive. Thus when such 

small parcels are created for what would be most economical on larger parcels, 

questions are raised as to the PPS test of flexibility for future agriculture. Ultimately both 

horse farm properties will likely (though not for certain) become rural-residential lots in 

the future.  

Swine	Site	Visit	Summary	

Swine Site Visits 
# Municipality Year 

Created 
Zoning Notes 

1 Huron East 1985 AG1 This is an active pig farm on 9.8 acres. It is 
either a finisher or nursery operation. Overall, 
the operation is aging and need of some 
upgrades. On site, a dead stock pick up bin 
was spotted, as well as a liquid manure tank 
and solid yard. 
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Pig Farm #1: View of house on left and barns/drive shed to the right (Google Streetview, 
2013) 
 

 
Pig Farm #1: View of manure pit on the right, feed bin and barn. 
Swine	Site	Visit	Analysis	

This pig farm on Beechwood Line is a good example of a small farm parcel that 

was created for swine and is still being used for swine. It is difficult to determine if the 

farmer on this property can make a living from such a scoped farming operation, 

however the property is being actively farmed and lived on. There are no immediate 

barns or rural residential properties surrounding the farm, suggesting that MDS is not 

currently (or previously) an issue on this property. However, if the swine farmers would 

like to expand their operation, they may be challenged by MDS. From personal 

experience, MDS relating to swine operations has become more restrictive. New MDS 

was released in March 2017 and it appears that swine may be the only type of livestock 
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to have increased MDS setbacks. Thus, there is the potential for future challenges with 

MDS on this property. 

Everything on this property is aging, suggesting that not a lot of financial 

investment has been put in to the property. Therefore, it is undetermined whether the 

property has generated enough income to warrant refurbishment. The swine market is 

very volatile and prices fluctuate drastically.  The age and condition of the agricultural 

infrastructure on the property suggest that perhaps while this small farm parcel may be 

well loved and utilized, it is not generating enough cash flow to be a ‘stand alone’ viable 

farming operation. “Since the early 2000s, Canadian hog markets have been rocked by 

animal health events like bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) and porcine 

epidemic diarrhea virus (PEDv), world-record feed grain prices, a volatile Canadian 

dollar and foreign trade policies like the U.S. mandatory country of origin labelling 

(COOL)” (FCC, 2017). Pig operators face challenges with such a volatile market and 

fluctuating prices for pork. Smaller operators, such as the one visited above, may find it 

most challenging to absorb market changes. 

However, larger parcels of land may not be necessary to support swine 

operations. Swine feed is generally milled offsite and delivered as ‘whole feed’. 

Sufficient land base to grow livestock feed is not necessary with swine operations and 

therefore, smaller parcels are possible. Furthermore, it is widely accepted across the 

industry to have manure disposed of off-site through contracts with other farmers who 

have land base to spread the manure on. Thus, it is very possible to have small 

acreages for swine farms.  
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Rabbitry	Site	Visit	Summary	

Rabbitry Site Visit 
# Municipality Year 

Created 
Zoning Notes 

1 Huron East 1978 AG4 Planning recommendation was denial, the 
committee approved it on the condition of 
certificate of compliance and site plan of the 
rabbitry. During the site visit the rabbitry was 
observed to be in very good condition and 
operational.  

 

Rabbitry Site Visit #1: Rabbit barn on the left and house on the right (Google Streetview, 

2013) 

 

Rabbitry	Site	Visit	Analysis	

It was difficult to determine whether the rabbitry was operational or not. Rabbits 

are often fed by bag and thus there is no need for a feed bin. Feed is purchased offsite 

and brought to the barn. The house and rabbit barn are both in good condition and 

appears to be recently renovated. It appears that despite planning recommendation of 

denial, this rabbitry has been successful and continues to operate years later. 
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Interestingly, this site is zoned AG4 (Agricultural Small Holding) in the Huron 

East Zoning By-law. AG4 Zones are typically used for residential properties in 

agricultural areas. MPAC has described this property as “intensive farm operation with 

residence”. It is uncertain as to why this property is zoned AG4, as it appears to be 

functioning as an undersized agricultural operation. Further research may be required. 

From the site visit, this site appears to be another good example of a successful and 

viable agricultural operation on a small farm acreage.  

General	Site	Visit	Observations		

For poultry, swine, rabbits and horses, the feed is often produced offsite, milled 

at an industrial agricultural operation and brought onsite as whole feed. Therefore, the 

requirement for acreages to grow food for livestock is not necessary. While the ideal 

nutrient management plan requires manure to be spread on parcels of land owned by 

poultry farm owners, it is widely accepted across the industry to have manure disposed 

of off-site through contracts with other farmers who have land base to spread the 

manure. Similar to the poultry operations described above, one pig operation was 

identified on a 9.8 acre parcel. This operation appears to be a nursery farm which, like 

the above poultry operations, would have most its feed delivered to the farm as whole 

feed, thus reducing the land base requirement for feed. Through investigation, it was 

discovered that when the creation of this 9.8-acre parcel was approved, a waste 

agreement was required to ensure proper nutrient practices were being achieved.  

After completing the site visits and research, it appears that many small acreages 

that were created for livestock from 100 acre farms were never for sale as a stand-alone 

parcel. Therefore, as discovered in the “Huron County Farm Lot Analysis” in section 2 of 
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this paper, many small farm acreages that are separate parcels are in fact farmed 

together as part of a larger operation. While many of these parcels are still being 

actively farmed, it is uncertain as to why parcel fragmentation was necessary from a 

land-use planning perspective. It is assumed that many of these parcels were severed 

for business reasons such as for quota; the separate acreages allowed producers to 

secure more quota to expand their operations.  

The argument of implementing policy to allow for smaller farm lots to allow for 

new farmers to enter the industry may not be as effective as some politicians would 

hope. It appears that many farmers severed off livestock operations from larger 

operations but kept them in the same ownership. After discussing the subject livestock 

operations at the Huron County Planning and Development Department, questions were 

raised regarding the Minimum Distance Separation (MDS) formulae as it existed back in 

the 1970s and 80s when these parcels were created. “In 1976, the “Agricultural Code of 

Practice” was introduced to address concerns not accounted for by the previous 

“Suggested Code of Practice”. One of its significant additions was the provision of a 

‘two-way approach’ to separating livestock and poultry barns from non-compatible uses, 

and vice-versa. It also introduced a sliding scale for separation distances to better 

accommodate the range of sizes and types of livestock operations that exist” 

(OMAFRA, 2017). Interestingly, the subject poultry parcels were created between 1979-

1988, after the Agricultural Code of Practice was introduced. MDS has evolved greatly 

since 1976, however “the basic principles have remained the same” (OMAFRA, 2017). 

Fascinatingly, it seemed that the poultry operations were created for business 

reasons and not for good land use planning reasons. This seems to be a common 
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theme when discussing small farm lots. Farmers are interested in what makes the most 

business sense, whether it be to obtain more quota, for tax purposes or estate planning. 

None of these reasons are for the long-term interest of agriculture but rather for the 

personal and business interests of the farmer and/or the farm family. The former viability 

test for the creation of lots within the agricultural area perhaps provided too much 

opportunity for farmers to use land use planning to get around another factor, such as 

quota limits, taxes and estate planning. 

Chapter	7 Policy	Discussion	

After completing the site visits, no clear answer as to whether small farm lots are 

a positive feature of agriculture was recognized. Therefore, it is challenging to provide 

clear policy recommendations following the results of the research. Thus, the following 

section will provide some feedback on general observations.  

The 2014 PPS offers that lot creation in prime agricultural areas are permitted 

“provided that the lots are appropriate for the type of agricultural uses common in the 

area and are sufficiently large to maintain flexibility for future changes in the type or size 

of agricultural operation.” These two tests of the PPS, lot size common in the area and 

large enough to maintain flexibility are important to protect large areas of prime 

agricultural land.  

In the case of many of the sites that were visited, very few would meet the 

current tests of the PPS and likely would not be created today. For example, the hog 

farm that was visited is a good example of a small parcel that was created for 

agriculture and that continues to be used for agriculture. However, the hog farm is not 
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up to today’s standards, is too small for current industry livestock standards and is also 

too small to cash crop. If the barns were torn down and not replaced to the same 

capacity they are currently at, the land would essentially be sterilized for future farmers. 

The same goes for the rabbitry. However, with the rabbit operation, there is no liquid 

manure tank or other infrastructure aside from a barn. 

Other factors that should be considered when deciding if small agricultural 

parcels be created are whether small parcels support intensive livestock and if the 

livestock produces solid or liquid manure. Intensive livestock operations are challenging 

as once the barn is no longer in operation, it must be removed and a new one be built or 

the lot remain without a barn. However, if the market is not conducive to the type of 

livestock, or if quota is not available, a new barn may not be built. This is problematic as 

the small farm lots were created for intensive operations that are no longer required. 

The parcel is often not able to support other types of agriculture and turns into a non-

farm rural residential property. As noted in the first pig farm visit, manure tanks take up 

a lot of space and are difficult to permanently get rid of if the farm changes hands. 

Furthermore, abandoned manure tanks can create safety concerns and are not 

pleasant to retain on a small acreage. It is recommended that livestock with liquid 

manure be limited on small farm parcels. 

 It is recommended that policy be implemented to decommission infrastructure 

related to agriculture when small farm lots are originally created for residential purposes 

(surplus farm house severances), or when the small lots become solely residential 

properties over time. Planning policies give option to require agricultural buildings to be 

removed, however seldom does this happen because of investment in the structures. It 
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is challenging to decommission such infrastructure after the severance occurs. The 

primary motivation for a policy recommendation to decommission old agricultural 

infrastructure is:  

- 1. Risk for safety; for example, old manure tanks that are not 

decommissioned provide opportunities for farm accidents  

- 2. Pressure to refill barns with livestock, even though there is not the land 

base to support livestock 

- 3. Creates issues for by-law enforcement 

If farmers could provide a plan for a viable farm operation on a small lot, with the 

appropriate site plan, nutrient management plan and quota assurance in place, it may 

be possible to better support smaller farm parcels. The farm parcels that were created 

between 1971-1988 and that are still active farming operations often had manure 

agreements as a condition of severance. Therefore, it is recommended that any small 

parcels created for livestock or agriculture generally have a nutrient management plan 

in place. Furthermore, it is important that barns are built first, as many of the properties 

selected for site visits were created for agriculture and according to MPAC, never had a 

barn built. Currently, these properties are being used for rural residential uses. There 

were approximately 4 properties out of the 15 site visits that gravitated towards 

residential use with no barn on the property. 

Smaller farm parcels created for market gardens are challenging because it is 

very easy to say you will have a garden and sell your produce, however tomorrow could 

be sold to someone not interested in having a garden. Therefore, these small parcels 

for market gardening should require a business plan to demonstrate that they will 
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continue to exist for years to come. If houses were prohibited on these parcels, there 

may be more inclination to ensure that the farm be a viable operation. Also, it would 

ensure that the parcels do not become estate lots without an agricultural use onsite. 

However, many old-order Anabaptist farmers want to farm and live on the same parcel, 

thus prohibiting residences on these parcels may not be desirable for many who are 

requesting the creation of smaller parcels.  

It is thought that perhaps 50 acre minimum sized farm parcels may be a happy 

medium between the desired 25 acre and less size and the current 100 acre minimum. 

50 acres still allow for large machinery to work the field and for the erection of livestock 

barns, provided that other criteria such as MDS is met. It would be beneficial to allow for 

more than one primary residence on these parcels; this would better meet the needs of 

the old-order Anabaptist community, as described above. 

It is suggested that new farmers looking to break into the world of agriculture 

connect with older farmers who do not have family members interested in taking over 

their operation. Many older farmers would love to see the next generation of farmers 

have a chance and if they could assist, this could be a positive outcome for both the 

retiring farmer knowing the operation will continue for years to come and for the young 

farmer. A funded program with resources and support to assist with the creation of 

these relationships would be a unique and personal way to address the issue of lacking 

opportunities for young farmers. An example of the funding structure could be a 

partnership of farm organizations, municipalities and OMAFRA.  

Farmstart was a program that met this criteria, however, after further research, it 

was determined that Farmstart is closing due to lack of federal funding. "We are closing 
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and this is very much due to the lack of any kind of core or sustained funding -- in 

particular, any level of priority for farm renewal at the federal level. There are some 

provincial initiatives, particularly in the eastern provinces, but without a federal pillar or 

some level of investment, there will continue to be little or no capacity in the 

sector."(Farmstart, 2017). Without funding to critical programs such as Farmstart, land-

use planning is often turned to, to solve systematic issues that are not intensely related 

to land-use planning. For example, a large driver of the demand for smaller farm lots is 

the fact that young farmers cannot afford to break in to farming.  

With alternative programs, such as FarmStart, young farmers may have more of 

an opportunity to thrive and grow in the future. However, with lack of funding for 

programs such as FarmStart, it is thought that a $2,000 severance will solve the issue 

and provide farmers with smaller and more affordable parcels. In reality, small farm 

parcels do not meet the two tests of the PPS. They do not support flexibility for the 

future of agriculture and are often not common in prime agricultural areas. Thus, 

utilizing land use planning to solve challenges plaguing agriculture and society is not a 

long-term, sustainable method to resolve today’s systematic issues. Alternative 

solutions to address the issues of the affordability of farming for young farmers and for 

market gardeners must be explored.  

Another suggestion to address the issue of lack of housing on farm parcels that 

is geared more towards the old-order Anabaptist community, is for municipalities to 

allow for more than one dwelling on an agricultural parcel. In addition to this, 

municipalities with a large old-order community (such as Howick) could allow for smaller 

lot sizes. With a 50 acre minimum and more than one dwelling be permitted per parcel, 
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the old-order Anabaptist community may have more opportunity to live closely together 

and farm together on the smaller parcel sizes they require. It is recommended for 

municipalities and areas with a variety of agricultural operations (i.e. not just cash crop) 

explore the possibility of smaller parcel sizes. Municipalities and areas with an 

abundance of cash cropping and very flat prime land for cash cropping are 

recommended to retain their 100 acre lot size minimums. However, if a municipality has 

more diverse topography that is not all ideal for cash cropping, perhaps smaller lot sizes 

could be permitted. For example, the Township of Howick has more livestock operations 

and the farm land has a more varied topography than South Huron. Thus, for areas with 

not as pristine, intact cash cropped acreages, it could be possible to permit 50 acre lot 

sizes. The research found that within a County such as Huron, each individual 

Municipality has unique topography and varying agricultural industries compared to 

other municipalities in the same County. Therefore, it is plausible to have specific lot 

size policies pending the type of agriculture common in the area. As noted above, South 

Huron has large in-tact farm parcels and a larger percentage of cash croppers operate 

in the area. Whereas as discovered in the research, in Howick, there is more livestock 

related agricultural practices, and the land is not as prime for cash cropping. While cash 

cropping is still a viable agricultural practice within Howick and large parcels should 

remain in tact, it is recommended that a 50 acre farm parcel size policy be implemented. 

It is recommended that the minimum lot size not be less than 50 acres, in order to allow 

for the flexibility for the future of agriculture.  
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Chapter	8 Conclusion	&	Recommendations	

The exercise of researching existing farm lots for intensive livestock operations 

turned out to be extremely interesting. While the results did not provide anything 

conclusive, it did solidify some planners’ fears of how and why small farm lots are 

created and used over time. It is very challenging for planners and policy makers to 

support the creation of small farm parcels in today’s agricultural environment. The trend 

is towards larger farms, bigger machinery and more mechanized practices. This trend 

does not lend itself well to creating more small farm parcels. As noted in the second 

section of this report, many small farm lots do exist within Huron County, as they do in 

many other Counties as well. It would be most beneficial for policy makers, real estate 

agents and farmers to be aware of where these parcels are, who owns them and what 

they intend to do with them in the long term. It is not anticipated that additional small 

farm lots be created, however policy for 50 acre lots where appropriate may be 

supported.  It is important for municipalities to provide options for living and other on-

farm diversified uses (such as market gardens and rural wineries) on the large acreages 

that currently exist. It is arguably much easier to tear down a house than it is to change 

lot lines. Thus, the trend toward more policy alternatives is positive and should continue 

to be explored and built upon.  

A challenging issue facing planners today is how to engage with the community 

to articulate values to transcend into policy. In today’s day and age, planning decisions 

are made to favour immediate economic responses. Many decisions are made to 

benefit politicians chances of being re-elected after their term in office. Take for 

example Surplus Farm House severances. Ultimately, these only benefit the farmer that 
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severs and sells the house. It creates challenges for future farmers down the road as 

they cannot build another house on the property to live in themselves and there are 

often issues with MDS. This short-term thinking is problematic, as land-use planning is 

for the benefit of society in the long-term. Often, decisions are made for the flavour of 

the day and do not take into account what is best for the future land base. A future 

research idea is to figure out how to better generate policy that transcends economic 

and political short term changes. 

This research demonstrated that many small lots were created for the personal 

and business interests of farmers. Whether it be for increased quota, tax benefits, 

succession planning or lifestyle choices, seldom were small farm lots created for the 

sole interest and/or benefit of agriculture. It is very challenging to provide supportive 

policy considerations for the creation of small farm parcels in prime agricultural areas, 

when the trend for agriculture is and continues to be for expanding large-scale farm 

operations. Research demonstrated that many small parcels that were created for 

agriculture have turned in to rural residential properties. A future research project could 

be to speak with farmers living on small farm parcels to determine if these parcels are 

viable and their feelings about small parcels. It is challenging to draw conclusions about 

these properties without consulting with farmers of small farm parcels.  
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